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the units show that the bluer unit originates at depth, and that
the redder unit is a surficial layer.Phobos 2 observed parts of the surface of Phobos with three

Only the redder unit is well enough characterized spectrallymultispectral sensors covering the wavelength range 0.33–3.16
for detailed analysis. Its spectral heterogeneities are inconsis-mm. These included a CCD camera (VSK) with two channels
tent with simple particle size differences, and suggest the pres-covering visible and near-infrared wavelengths, an ultraviolet–
ence either of distinct lithologies or of a single lithology affectedvisible point spectrometer (KRFM) covering the 0.33–0.60 mm
to different degrees by ‘‘space weathering.’’ It is distinct fromwavelength range, and a near-infrared imaging spectrometer
the C and D asteroid classes with which Phobos has commonly(ISM) covering the 0.76–3.16 mm wavelength range. We have
been compared, and most closely resembles T-type asteroidsrederived the calibrations of all three data sets, using consistent
or highly space-weathered mafic mineral assemblages. It ismethodologies in which known regions of Mars observed by the
also distinct from most previously proposed meteorite analogs.instruments serve as spectral standards. All three data sets yield
Several models can explain the properties and spatial distribu-mutually consistent results, and where the Phobos 2 observations
tions of the two spectral units. Phobos’s surface material mayoverlap previous measurements they are closely consistent.
be rich in mafic minerals, and affected to different degrees byThe observed portion of Phobos is spectrally heterogeneous
space weathering. Alternatively, Phobos’s surface could consistand consists of two fundamental spectral units. A ‘‘redder unit’’
of a mixture of mafic-poor material (possibly resembling Dwith a visible/near-infrared color ratio of 0.6–0.85 covers most
asteroids) and mafic-rich material. In view of the moon’s lowareas that were observed at high resolution by the Viking orbiters.
density (1.9 6 0.1 g/cm3), a high mafic mineral content wouldIts visible-wavelength albedo is generally low, 6–7% in dark in-
imply substantial internal porosity.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.tercrater regions, but the rims on fresh craters are brightened by

up to 40% without a change in color. Spectrally the redder unit
exhibits a strong red slope at all wavelengths, with a steeper slope
below an inflection at 0.5 mm. There is little or no absorption due INTRODUCTION
to H2O at 3 mm, indicating a nearly anhydrous surface composi-
tion. There is however a weak mafic mineral absorption at 1.0 The martian satellite Phobos is the best-studied small
mm, which increases in strength in progressively less red areas. body in the solar system. High spatial resolution imaging
The reddest material with the weakest 1-mm absorption is ex- by Mariner 9, Viking 1 and 2, and Phobos 2 has provided
posed in several small, dark-floored craters, which previously detailed information on the satellite’s shape, surface mor-
have been interpreted as local concentrations of impact melt. A phology, and albedo features. Terrestrial telescopic data
‘‘bluer’’ unit with a visible/near-infrared color ratio of 0.85–1.2 and measurements from the Mariner 9 UV spectrometer,
makes up the interior and ejecta of the large crater Stickney. This the Viking lander cameras, and the Hubble space telescopeunit is typically darker at visible wavelengths (albedo 5–6%) and

have been used to determine disk-integrated spectral prop-it lacks the brightened crater rims typifying the redder unit. In
erties. Several groups have used such measurements as thecontrast to the redder unit, in the bluer unit albedo and color are
basis for identifying possible meteorite analogs to Phobos’scorrelated; the brightest (albedo p8%), bluest materials occur on
surface material. More recently, disk-resolved multispec-the walls and rim of Stickney. The bluer unit exhibits a shallower
tral data from Phobos 2 have revealed a spectrally hetero-falloff of reflectance below 0.5 mm than the redder unit, but its

near-infrared properties are unknown. Spatial distributions of geneous surface. These types of information are important
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to addressing the questions of Phobos’s composition, litho- distance from the sun, so such a composition for Phobos
may imply an origin as a captured body (cf. Burns 1992).logic heterogeneity, and geologic evolution. In a larger

sense, though, detailed knowledge of the surface of Phobos Many carbonaceous chondrites are water-rich, so this inter-
pretation has also been invoked in suggestions that Phobosis critical for comparative geologic studies of small bodies.

High spatial resolution imaging and spectroscopic data could serve as a source of hydrogen and oxygen for a
human Mars mission. Although the carbonaceous chon-from spacecraft have recently been returned for the aster-

oids 951 Gaspra and 243 Ida from Galileo (Belton et al. drite interpretation is deeply engrained in literature on the
subject (e.g., Thomas et al. 1992), Britt and Pieters (1988)1992, 1994, Granahan et al. 1994, 1995), and are anticipated

for 433 Eros from NEAR (Veverka et al. 1995). Despite pointed out that the limited disk-integrated spectral data
are fit equally well by water-poor ‘‘black chondrites,’’ ordi-similarity in size, unlike the latter bodies Phobos orbits

Mars as a natural satellite. Comparison of Phobos with nary chondrites which have been darkened by regolith
processes. Ordinary chondrites are thought to have origi-those asteroids may thus help shed light on the importance

of orbital dynamics and position of the solar system to the nated in the inner solar system, so such a composition for
Phobos would not necessitate an exotic origin.geologic evolution of a small body.

Physically, Phobos is irregular-shaped, low in density, In monochrome Viking orbiter images Phobos exhibits
substantial albedo heterogeneity. Fresh craters commonlyand highly cratered. Phobos’s shape can be approximated

as an ellipsoid having principal axes of 27 km, 22 km, and have materials on their rims and walls that are up to 30%
brighter than surrounding surfaces when viewed at phase19 km (Duxbury and Callahan 1989). However, there are

significant local departures from this approximation, due angles ,308, though they are undistinguished at much
higher phase angles (Fig. 1b) (Thomas 1978, 1979,to occurrence of quasi-planar ‘‘facets’’ several km in size

separated by low, quasi-linear ‘‘ridges’’ (Thomas 1978, Avanesov et al. 1989). Similar brightened materials occur
on local topographic highs including the low, quasi-linear1979). Determinations of satellite mass and volume lead

to an estimated density of 1.9 6 0.1 g/cm3 (Avanesov ridges (Thomas 1978, 1979). Reflectance properties of
these ‘‘bright rims’’ and ‘‘bright ridges’’ have been attrib-et al. 1989, 1991). Geology of the surface is dominated by

craters ranging in size up to 10 km in diameter for Stickney, uted to photometric effects of surface texture (Thomas
1979) or to differences in the relative abundances of low-the largest crater on the satellite (Fig. 1a). The craters

occur in a variety of states of degradation but only Stickney and high-albedo components (Avanesov et al. 1991, Shkur-
atov et al. 1991). Other craters have floors that appearexhibits unambiguous evidence for significant ejecta de-

posits, located proximal to the crater rim to the southwest darker than surrounding surfaces, especially when viewed
at phase angles of $308. Such ‘‘dark-floored craters’’ have(Fig. 1a) (Murchie et al. 1991a).

Prior to the Phobos 2 mission, the highest spectral reso- previously been interpreted as having a rough surface tex-
ture due to porous impact melt (Goguen et al. 1978).lution measurements of Phobos were the composite spec-

trum assembled from Mariner 9 UVS, telescopic, and Vik- Measurements by the multispectral detectors on Phobos
2 reveal that Phobos’s surface also exhibits a factor of 2ing lander camera observations. Different wavelength

ranges of the composite spectrum represent different view- variation in visible/near-infrared (NIR) color, and they
provide high spectral resolution measurements of re-ing geometries that covered the sub-Mars and leading

hemispheres (Pang et al. 1978, Pollack et al. 1978). At stricted regions. Two-color images from the VSK camera
cover p60% of the surface in the 0.4–1.1 em wavelengthvisible wavelengths this composite spectrum is flat or spec-

trally neutral, and reflectance falls off markedly at wave- region. These show that on average the surface is somewhat
reddish, that the interior of Stickney exposes relativelylengths ,0.4 em (Fig. 2). Geometric albedo at visible wave-

lengths has been estimated as 0.066 6 0.006 (Klaasen ‘‘blue’’ material, and that dark-floored craters consist of a
relatively ‘‘red’’ material. ‘‘Bright ridges’’ and ‘‘brightet al. 1979), 0.05 6 0.01 (Veverka and Burns 1980), and

0.07 6 0.01 (Pang et al. 1983). These ‘‘average’’ spectral rims’’ are brightened relative to their surroundings with
little or no change in color (Avanesov et al. 1989, 1991,properties resemble those of C-type asteroids. The highest

spatial resolution color measurements, 3-band Viking im- Murchie et al. 1991a). The disk-averaged geometric albedo
is estimated as 0.068 6 0.007 (Avanesov et al. 1991). Spectraages (0.44, 0.53, 0.59 em), covered primarily the trailing

hemisphere and did not reveal major heterogeneities from the KRFM point spectrometer cover visible and near-
ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths; these also show substantial(Veverka and Duxbury 1977).

The apparent spectral shape and homogeneity of Phobos local color differences (Ksanfomality et al. 1989, 1991, Mur-
chie et al. 1991a). NIR spectra from the ISM imaging spec-were interpreted to indicate that Phobos has a well mixed

surface composed of carbonaceous chondrite (e.g., Pang trometer reveal a 1-em absorption whose strength varies
laterally by several percent (Bibring et al. 1990, Langevinet al. 1978), inferred to be the primary constituent of many

C-class asteroids. Carbonaceous chondrites are not 1991, Murchie et al. 1991b, Murchie and Erard 1993), and
that Phobos exhibits little or no H2O absorption at 3.0 emthought to have condensed from the solar nebula at Mars’s
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FIG. 1. (a) Viking image 252A15, showing bright crater rims and intervening darker plains in the trailing hemisphere. The scene is approximately
10 km across, and corresponds to the western part of the left VSK image in Fig. 3a. (b) Viking image 87A52 showing the leading hemisphere, with
the crater Stickney and the region to its west and southwest. The scene corresponds approximately with the part of the surface shown in the right
image in Fig. 3a.
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Mars, and how the data sets have been intercalibrated
using their overlapping wavelength coverages. We show
that the calibrated Phobos 2 data are highly consistent
both with each other and, where the spatial coverages
overlap, with independent measurements acquired by Mar-
iner 9 and the Hubble Space Telescope. Third, we docu-
ment the spectral properties and spatial distribution of
materials on Phobos’s surface. We show that the surface
contains two distinct spectral units, one consisting of the
interior and ejecta of Stickney and the other consisting of
the remainder of the surface. Fourth, we compare Phobos
with other low-albedo small bodies and with analog materi-
als. We show that Phobos is distinct from most low-albedo
asteroids such as C- and D-types, and that its surface com-
position is anhydrous or nearly so. Finally, we use these
results to speculate on Phobos’s composition and inter-
nal structure.

FIG. 2. The composite spectrum of Phobos presented by Pollack
et al. (1978) and Pang et al. (1978). Different portions of the spectrum

DATA ACQUIRED BY PHOBOS 2are derived from measurements of different parts of Phobos’s surface.

The Phobos 2 mission plan included three preliminary
encounters with Phobos at a distance of several hundred(Bibring et al. 1990). The results from Phobos 2 do not

support the concept of a homogeneous, water-bearing sur- kilometers, while the spacecraft orbited Mars in its equato-
rial plane. During each of these encounters, in Februaryface composition, but show instead that surface composi-

tion and its relationship to geology are unexpectedly and March 1989, multispectral measurements were ac-
quired to characterize large-scale albedo and spectral prop-complex.

The measurements from Phobos 2 have unfortunately erties of the surface. Subsequently the spacecraft was to
have approached to within 50 m of Phobos, emplaced land-been less informative, so far, about the absolute spectral

properties of Phobos’s surface and what they imply about ers, and conducted intensive remote sensing of a small part
of the surface. Loss of spacecraft signal after return of datamineralogic composition. This difference arises because

spectral heterogeneities are recognizable based solely on from the third preliminary encounter limited the scientific
return of the mission, but still provided spectral measure-internal variations within each data set, whereas absolute

spectral properties and inferences about mineralogy re- ments of Phobos at far higher spatial and spectral resolu-
tion than had been obtained previously.quire consistent data calibration and, preferably, merging

and intercalibration of the individual data sets to synthesize Three multispectral sensors returned data on Phobos
during these encounters. The data characteristics are sum-broader wavelength coverage. Two groups have attempted

this synthesis. Bibring et al. (1991) and Ksanfomality and marized in Table I. VSK (Videospectrometric Camera)
consisted of two wide-angle CCD cameras having band-Moroz (1995) attempted to calibrate each data set indepen-

dently using different methodologies, and then to merge passes of 0.4–0.6 and 0.8–1.1 em, a broadband 0.4–1.1 em
narrow-angle CCD camera, and a 35-channel spectrometerthem to derive continuous spectral coverage. Murchie and

Erard (1993) and Murchie and Zellner (1994) intercali- designed to return 0.4–1.1 em spectra of each scene imaged
(Avanesov et al. 1989). The Combined Radiometer andbrated KRFM and ISM data using the VSK imagery as a

link, but they also used different methodologies in reducing Photometer for Mars (KRFM) contained a nadir-pointing,
10-channel, GaAs point spectrophotometer covering thethe individual data sets. Not surprisingly, these attempts

yielded differing results. wavelength range 0.32–0.6 em, and a 5-channel thermal
infrared radiometer (Ksanfomality et al. 1989). The Im-In this paper we describe how we have reprocessed the

data from Phobos 2, intercalibrated the different data sets, aging Spectrometer for Mars (ISM) was a PbS scanning,
imaging spectrometer. An image or ‘‘window’’ was builtand used them to determine the spectral properties and

spatial distributions of materials composing Phobos’s sur- up by measuring light reflected from a movable mirror that
scanned across-track as the spacecraft drifted along-track.face. First, we review the multispectral data returned from

Phobos 2, and explain which portions of it we have used For each pixel a spectrum was measured, comprising 64
channels each from the first grating order (1.64–3.16 em)and why. Second, we describe how measurements of

Phobos in all three data sets have been calibrated using and the second order (0.76–1.51 em) (Bibring et al. 1989).
ISM and KRFM were coaligned to within 0.58.the same standards, observations of known regions of
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TABLE I
Multispectral Data Returned by Phobos 2

Instrument and data Wavelength range Used/reason not used

VSK: wide-angle images visible, 0.4–0.6 em; NIR, 0.8–1.1 em Used
VSK: narrow-angle images broad band, 0.4–1.1 em Insignificant spectral information
VSK: spectrometer 35 channels, 0.4–1.1 em Insufficient signal levels

KRFM: UV–visible spectra 8 usable channels, 0.328–0.60 em Used
KRFM: thermal IR spectra 5 channels, 3–20 em Not germane to goals of paper

ISM: 24 3 25 image 128 channels, 0.76–3.16 em Used
ISM: 1-pixel wide strip — Contamination by Mars in background

All of these devices returned some data from Phobos. KRFM, also conducted 11 measurement sessions for Mars
and returned over 36,000 individual spectra. The MarsIn this study we have chosen to use only those parts of

the data that cover Phobos with high signal-to-noise data data, which cover many regions whose properties are
known independently from telescopic observations, werein the UV–visible–NIR wavelength range and that are

uncontaminated by stray light from Mars, which was in used to calibrate the Phobos data.
the background in some of the measurements. The spatial
coverage of Phobos by these portions of the data is shown DATA REDUCTION
in Fig. 3a. VSK returned 12 pairs of wide-angle images
and 13 narrow-angle images. In that the focus of the present Calibration of these data is illustrative of the problems
study is spectral properties of Phobos, we have used only in analyzing data returned from a spacecraft outside of the
the wide-angle narrow-band images. Nine of the wide- carefully controlled conditions of a terrestrial laboratory.
angle image pairs are usable, i.e., have a relatively good Such a procedure is workable, as we will demonstrate be-
spatial resolution of 260–570 m/pixel and are free of satura- low, but requires care and sometimes innovative proce-
tion effects. These cover the longitude range 308–2508W. dures. The VSK cameras were body-fixed and hence un-
Three of the nine pairs also show parts of Mars in the able to view a dedicated calibration target for checking
background, and were used as described below to validate relative response of the two wide-angle channels. KRFM
camera calibration (Avanesov et al. 1989, 1991, Murchie and ISM both contained internal calibration sources, but
et al. 1991a). their stability since prelaunch measurement cannot be

In the case of KRFM, we have chosen to use only the demonstrated. However all three instruments observed
spectrophotometer data. Eight of its ten channels returned Mars, whose spectral properties are well known compared
usable measurements of Phobos, i.e., data with a high sig- to those of Phobos. In addition, albedo estimates of Phobos
nal-to-noise ratio. These channels have response functions derived from the VSK imagery agree well with previous
centered, respectively, at 0.328, 0.346, 0.363, 0.410, 0.445, estimates. Therefore we have chosen to use Mars as a
0.448, 0.55, and 0.60 em, and are inherently coaligned. spectral standard for relative calibration of all three instru-
KRFM had a field-of-view (FOV) of p1 km2 on the surface ments, and to use VSK data to estimate the absolute bright-
of Phobos, and measured 2 groundtracks at 1-sec intervals ness of Phobos. We believe that previous difficulties in
as the FOV moved westward across the surface of Phobos intercalibrating the three data sets arise from using non-
at a relative velocity of p43 m/s (white lines, Fig. 3a) standardized methods, and that using consistent procedures
(Ksanfomality et al. 1991). The first, longer groundtrack on all three data sets should enable us to integrate the
also included measurements of Mars, which was in the data into a composite spectrum covering the full wave-
background of Phobos. These proved critical for accurate length range of the instruments (0.33–3.16 em).
calibration of spectra of Phobos. KRFM also conducted The general equation for calibrating Phobos data to
11 measurements sessions of Mars alone, while unob- Mars is
structed by Phobos.

ISM measured a 1-pixel wide swath and then a 25 3 24
pixel image of Phobos at 700 m/pixel spatial resolution, Phoi.cal 5 (Phoi.raw 2 bi)

Marsi.tel

Marsi.raw 2 bi
, (1)

at the same times when the KRFM groundtracks were
measured (Fig. 3a). We have used only the image, because
during the measurement of the 1-pixel strip stray light where Phoi.cal is the calibrated brightness of Phobos in the

ith instrument channel, Phoi.raw is the raw DN level forfrom Mars contaminated the signal from Phobos. ISM, like
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FIG. 3. False color representations of data returned by Phobos 2. North is up on all images. (a) NIR VSK images spanning the longitude range
observed on Phobos. The intensity of the images is proportional to reflectance, and the hue represents the calibrated visible/NIR color ratio. The
polygon of saturated color at upper left represents the location of ISM coverage of Phobos. The two east–west oriented white lines are the locations
of KRFM ground tracks. (b) Top: NIR image of Stickney and the region to its west, acquired at a low phase angle of 7.78. Bottom: Same image,
with the bluer unit shown in false color. The correspondence between hue and visible/NIR color ratio is the same as in (a). (c) NIR image of the
region of Phobos measured by ISM. Top: False color overlay of the ISM data shows depth of the 1-em absorption. Bottom: False color overlay
shows visible/NIR color ratio measured by VSK, within the area of overlapping coverage by ISM. The correspondence between hue and visible/
NIR color ratio differs from that in (a) and (b).

Phobos in the same instrument channel, Marsi.tel is the and stable, and that instrument response is linear over the
dynamic range covering both Mars and Phobos.telescopic brightness of some ‘‘Mars standard area’’ in that

channel, Marsi.raw is the raw DN level for the Mars standard
VSK Image Calibration and Analysis

area, and bi is the magnitude of offset in the ith channel
including both dark current and any additional instrumen- Calibration and validation of the VSK images has been

described in detail by Avanesov et al. (1991), Murchietal effects. This procedure assumes that the offset is known
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et al. (1991a), and Bell et al. (1990). In summary, a first-
order or ‘‘engineering’’ calibration was applied to the im-
ages, consisting of subtraction of dark current, division by
a flat-field image, correction for detector gain and camera
exposure time, and division by the solar spectrum. Prelimi-
nary visible/NIR ratio images of Phobos were then con-
structed; color ratios of different spots common to all the
image pairs were found to vary between pairs by a small
but systematic factor of typically 5% and up to 13%.

An empirical ‘‘recalibration’’ was therefore applied to
correct relative colors of different image pairs, using as a
standard a known region of Mars observed in the back-
ground in one of the image pairs. This procedure is de-
scribed in detail by Avanesov et al. (1991) and Murchie
et al. (1991a). The Mars standard area, an albedo feature
at p358S,3358W which is darker than its surroundings, is

FIG. 4. Normalized frequency response functions of the visible andlocated well away from the planet’s limb and attendant
NIR channels of the VSK camera, shown with the average dark region

atmospheric effects on surface color. The standard area and bright region spectra used to model the Mars standard area. Data
was measured in the preliminary ratioed image pair, and are from McCord et al. (1982).
a multiplicative coefficient was applied to the whole ratio
image to equalize the ratio of the standard area with that
of a model spectrum convolved to the VSK bandpasses. be shown that the consistency of the earlier estimate of

Phobos’s absolute color with the Pang et al. spectrum wasThis yields correct relative color for both Mars and Phobos.
Recalibration was then extended to image pairs showing misleading, in that the Pang et al. spectrum is artificially

flat because it mixes measurements of different regions ofPhobos alone, by standardizing visible/NIR ratios of test
areas visible in all the Phobos-only image pairs with their Phobos shown in the VSK data to have clearly different

color properties.recalibrated values in the Mars–Phobos image pair.
Among the image pairs showing Phobos, relative colors VSK visible–NIR image pairs contain two types of infor-

mation which are retrievable using different presentationsacross the surface were found to be consistent to within
p2%. Formal uncertainty in the absolute color ratio arises of the data. First, ratio images represented as false color

(e.g., Fig. 3a) demonstrate the spatial distribution of colorfrom (a) uncertainties in the Mars spectrum convolved into
the bandpasses of VSK; (b) uncertainty in the nominal heterogeneities. Second, the image pairs also document

the reflectance systematics of different parts of the surface,color ratio measured for the Mars standard area; and (c)
uncertainty in the relative sensitivities of the visible and i.e., how color and albedo variations are related to re-

flectance in each image channel. Retrieving this informa-NIR VSK channels between image pairs. These combine
to yield a formal uncertainty of 69% in the absolute values tion requires standardizing reflectances to a constant view-

ing geometry to eliminate brightness variations due toof visible/NIR color ratios.
When this procedure was initially applied by Avanesov illumination. For this purpose, reflectances were measured

from 100 shadow-free sample areas 2 3 2 pixels in size inet al. (1991) and Murchie et al. (1991a), the Mars standard
area was modeled as an average of representative dark- the lowest phase-angle image pair showing Phobos at high

DN levels (phase angle 7.78, to the right in Fig. 3a), andregion spectra from McCord et al. (1982) (Fig. 4). This
yielded a color ratio for Phobos that was, on average, gray converted into geometric albedo using an appropriate

phase function. The results are shown in Fig. 5.and matched the spectrum from Pang et al. (1978) in Fig.
2. Later, it was realized that imagery of Mars acquired only Slightly different phase functions were derived by

Avanesov et al. (1991) for the visible and NIR channels,p6 months previously (Pinet and Chevrel 1990) showed the
standard area actually to have an intermediate albedo, using images of Phobos acquired from different perspec-

tives. Figure 5 illustrates the reason for this difference:approximately 2/3 as much brightened relative to the dark-
est areas as are the brightest areas. Based on the albedo relatively bluer colors result from increased visible re-

flectance with little change in NIR reflectance. Addition-of the standard area, recalibration of VSK images of
Phobos to Mars was therefore modified using a spectral ally, as a result of the Phobos 2 orbital geometry, the

bluer parts of the surface were imaged at low phase angles.model of the standard area as 2/3 bright material and
1/3 dark material (Fig. 4). This yields an absolute value Hence at low phase angles the measured visible-channel

phase function contains effects of both photometric andfor Phobos color ratios that is redder, but does not affect
the magnitude of color variations on Phobos. Later, it will color variations. In contrast, the NIR phase function is
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using as standards telescopic spectra of large, homoge-
neous bright and dark regions of Mars (McCord et al. 1982)
that were also observed by ISM. In recalibrating the Mars
data, Mustard et al. derived and applied both gain and
offset corrections. These corrections yielded spectra of
areas having a variety of albedos that are in excellent
agreement with independent telescopic measurements of
the same areas (Mustard and Bell 1994), indicating that
the corrections are valid and the instrumental gain is linear.

The gain corrections represent the real correction to
detector responsivities, and the offsets are generally consis-
tent with expected contributions of martian atmospheric
effects and out-of-field stray light (Erard et al. 1994). Thus
the offsets are inappropriate to the Phobos observations,
but the gains alone may contain artifacts of slight inaccura-
cies in estimation of the offsets for Mars. We therefore

FIG. 5. Reflectance systematics of various geologic features in the minimized such artifacts by fitting Mustard et al.’s channel-
bluer unit and redder unit. Each symbol represents average measured by-channel gains to yield smooth Phobos spectra, and di-reflectances in 4 VSK pixels free of obvious shadows, corrected to 08

viding the Phobos data by the fitted gains. The result isphase angle using the phase curve derived by Avanesov et al. (1991) for
Phobos spectra that are closely similar to those derived bythe NIR channel. The estimated disk-integrated geometric albedo is taken

directly from Avanesov et al. (1991). Bibring et al. (1991) and Ksanfomality and Moroz (1995).
They are however substantially redder than spectra pre-
sented by Langevin (1991), Murchie and Erard (1993), and
Murchie and Zellner (1994).

dominated by truly photometric effects (Avanesov et al. Based on the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, the accu-
1991). Therefore both visible and NIR reflectances of the racy of the fitting of the channel-by-channel gain correc-
sample areas were converted to geometric albedos using tions, and the close consistency of recalibrated ISM spectra
the NIR phase function. of Mars with well-controlled telescopic spectra (Mustard

and Bell 1994), we expect the shape of spectra of Phobos
ISM Data Calibration

to be accurate to within 63–4% at the shorter wavelengths.
Absolute uncertainty is of order 610% (Erard et al. 1991).The procedures used for preliminary reduction and cali-

bration of ISM data have been described in detail pre- Uncertainty of variations within the data set is dominated
by the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, near 100 : 1 atviously (Bibring et al. 1990, Erard et al. 1991). As in the

case of the VSK images, a first-order engineering calibra- 1 em and 10–15 : 1 at 3 em. However, we know of no other
published high-quality spectra of Phobos covering thetion was applied to the data. The first and second order

spectra for any pixel each consist of 32 odd and 32 even wavelength range of ISM with which to compare our re-
sults.channels, of which the even channels were used because

of their better understood calibration. The data were cor-
rected for dark current measured in-flight, gain measured

KRFM Data Calibration
on-ground, response of the detectors to temperature, and
order overlap, and were divided by the solar spectrum. Of the three data sets, KRFM has been the most chal-

lenging to calibrate. First results from KRFM were cali-The DN levels thus measured on Phobos were then con-
verted to radiance factors by multiplying by empirical coef- brated using an internal lamp as a standard, yielding

Phobos spectra not greatly unlike previous UV–visibleficients representing efficiency of the detectors in con-
verting light into signal. Somewhat different spectra have measurements (Ksanfomality et al. 1989). Subsequently it

was suspected that the calibration lamp was faulty, so thebeen published by various groups that used different sets
of empirical coefficients (Langevin 1991, Bibring et al. 1991, data covering Phobos were recalibrated by standardizing

to the disk-integrated UV–visible spectrum presented byMurchie et al. 1991b, Murchie and Erard 1993, Murchie
and Zellner 1994, Ksanfomality and Moroz 1995). Pang et al. (1978) and Pollack et al. (1978). Results from

this procedure were presented by Ksanfomality et al. (1991)We recalibrated these data using the same procedure
described in Equation (1), with known regions of Mars as and Murchie et al. (1991a). However, this procedure

yielded unreasonable spectra for Mars. Finally, Bibring eta standard, to rederive internal calibration of the ISM
measurements of Phobos. Mustard et al. (1993) had already al. (1991) and Ksanfomality and Moroz (1995) recalibrated

Phobos observations by standardizing observations ofapplied this procedure to the ISM observations of Mars,
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Phobos, and vary by a factor of two even between the two
sets of measurements on March 26. Additionally, one of
the two unused KRFM channels returned almost entirely
dark current, and that channel shows variations of smaller
magnitude over tens-of-seconds periods. Based on these
observations, it is our belief that the March 21 and March
26 dark measurements are insufficiently stable for mean-
ingful reduction of the March 25 measurements of Phobos.

Instead, we have estimated the dark current from mea-
surements acquired as the field of view crossed from the
illuminated portion onto the nightside of Phobos near the
end of the first groundtrack. These are shown in Fig. 7a.
If dark currents were absent from the KRFM data, DN
levels would have decreased and then increased again pro-FIG. 6. Geometry of KRFM measurements during and after acquisi-
portionately in each channel as the instrument FOV movedtion of the first, longer Phobos ground track. The instrument field-of-

view moved west over the surface of Phobos, into the terminator region, through the spectrally homogeneous near-terminator re-
over a thin sliver of the nightside, and onto the illuminated face of Mars gion of Phobos, across the sliver of nightside, and then
in a bright region southeast of Pavonis Mons. As the field-of-view moved onto the homogeneous part of Mars. Figure 7a shows that
onto Mars, it measured spectra of the planet occulted to progressively

this was not the case; the changes in relative DN levelslesser degrees by Phobos’s nightside.
during the crossing from the illuminated portion onto the
nightside of Phobos varied channel-by-channel. The largest
relative decrease occurred in the 0.488-em channel (left
half of Fig. 7a). For the purpose of estimating dark currents,Mars acquired on a different day to telescopic spectra of

that planet, using Eq. (1). This procedure yielded Phobos we have assumed that offset in the 0.488-em channel was
negligible, and that the lesser changes in DN levels ofspectra much redder than the results from VSK or ISM.

The conflicting results from earlier attempts to calibrate the other channels resulted from additive components of
offset, including dark current. The dark currents may bethe KRFM data led us to evaluate the two assumptions of

Eq. (1), a known and stable dark current and a linear estimated straightforwardly, by linear regression of the DN
level in each channel against that in the 0.488-em channelresponse over the dynamic range encompassing Mars and

Phobos. This was done using observations acquired at the (Fig. 7b). The intercepts in Fig. 7b represent offsets bi in
each channel. Although we believe this to be a bettertime Mars was observed in the background of Phobos, just

after measurement of the first Phobos groundtrack. The estimate of dark current at the actual time of Phobos mea-
surements, it is incomplete because the absolute offset ingeometry of this observation session is shown in Fig. 6.

The KRFM field-of-view (FOV) passed from the well- the 0.488-em channel is unknown. For this reason we have
chosen to reduce further only those measurements ac-lit, sunward face of Phobos into the terminator region of

Phobos where brightnesses decreased rapidly, then over a quired from similarly well-lit portions of Phobos (the east-
ern two-thirds of first groundtrack), to minimize effects ofsliver of the nightside, and then gradually emerged onto

the illuminated face of Mars. As the FOV emerged onto propagated error in dark current removal.
We now examine the assumption of linear response overMars, measured brightnesses increased as Mars progres-

sively filled the FOV. VSK and ISM observations both the brightness range encompassing Mars and Phobos. This
assumption may be tested by comparing relative DN levelsshow that the part of Phobos near the terminator is homo-

geneous spectrally. The part of Mars observed after Phobos measured in each channel as Mars progressively filled
larger and larger fractions of the instrument FOV, as itis a bright region located several hundred km southeast of

Pavonis Mons, which we denote as the ‘‘Mars bright stan- came out of occultation by the nightside of Phobos. If gain
was linear, then DN levels measured in each channel woulddard area.’’ Bright regions throughout this part of Tharsis

are also nearly homogeneous spectrally (Murchie et al. be linearly related regardless of the fraction of the FOV
filled by Mars. In Fig. 7c the DN level measured in each1993), and at the wavelengths of KRFM can be modeled

using the spectrum of bright regions in Fig. 4. channel is plotted against DN level in the 0.363-em chan-
nel, which exhibited the overall lowest DN levels whileWe first examine the assumption of a known, stable

dark current. Three dedicated dark measurements were observing Mars. A linear gain is represented by a uniform
slope on these plots; nonlinear gain is represented byacquired near the time of measurement of Phobos on

March 25, 1989, one on March 21, and two on March 26 changes in the slope of the plots with differing brightness.
Representative signal levels in each channel are shown for(V. Moroz, personal communication). Their magnitudes

average approximately 10% of the peak signal from Mars when it filled the FOV (filled circles) and when it
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FIG. 7. Variation in the DN levels measured by different KRFM channels before, during, and after traversal of Phobos’s night side by the
instrument field-of-view. These data allow assessment of the magnitude of offset signal and the linearity of instrumental gain. (a) Variation in DN
measured by each channel as the night side was crossed. Note that the lowest DN levels for Mars occur in the 0.363-em channel, and that the
largest decrease in relative DN levels during the crossing from the illuminated portion onto the nightside of Phobos (left half of plot) occurred in
the 0.488-em channel. The lesser decrease in relative DN levels in other channels is inferred to be due to their larger offsets. (b) Comparison of
DN level in each channel with DN in the 0.488-em channel, during traversal of the dimly-lit region near Phobos’s terminator (in the central part
of Fig. 7a). Each data point represents a pair of DNs measured at one time in two different channels. Each position on the x-axis corresponds to
DN measured at one time in the 0.488-em channel. The data for each channel are fit with the equation for a line. The y-intercept represents the
offset in excess of offset in the 0.488-em channel (which is assumed to be zero). (c) Comparison of DN level in each channel with that in the
0.363-em channel, as Mars attained greater brightnesses as it came out of occultation. Each position on the x-axis corresponds DN measured at
one time in the 0.363-em channel: for example, Mars when it filled the field-of-view is shown with filled circles, and Mars when partly occulted is
shown with unfilled circles. The asterisks correspond only to values on the y-axis, and show DN levels in each channel measured for the Phobos
standard area.

was partially occulted by Phobos (unfilled circles). The compassed by Mars and Phobos only in the shorter-wave-
length channels. In the longer-wavelength channels, gainasterisks denote DN levels for Phobos measured on an

eastern portion of the groundtrack, where color properties decreased at higher brightness levels for Mars, and the
longest-wavelength channel saturated. Thus it is not possi-as measured by VSK are representative of the global av-

erage. ble to calibrate observations of Phobos to unobstructed
observations of Mars.In shorter-wavelength channels (0.328 em to 0.363 em),

the data plotted in Fig. 7b define nearly a straight line; in However, KRFM measurements both of Phobos and of
Mars measured during the occultation (unfilled circles inthe longer wavelength channels (0.410 em to 0.55 em),

the slope of the plots decreases at high brightnesses; and Fig. 7c) have DN values in the range of linear gain for all
channels except the 0.60-em channel, permitting calibra-in the longest-wavelength channel (0.60 em), the plot is

nearly flat at high brightnesses. These relationships indi- tion of those channels of the KRFM Phobos data to obser-
vations of Mars while the planet was occulted. To do this, wecate that gain was linear over the full dynamic range en-
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used the portion of the Phobos groundtrack with globally Coregistration of Data
average color as a ‘‘Phobos standard area.’’ The KRFM

Data from the VSK, ISM, and KRFM instruments were
spectrum of this spot covering the 0.328- to 0.550-em chan-

coregistered using spacecraft pointing information, aug-
nels was calibrated to Mars using Eq. (1), with occulted

mented by correlation of the brightness features measured
KRFM observations of the ‘‘Mars bright standard area’’

by each instrument. Locations of data from ISM and
as Marsi.raw, offsets bi determined as described above, and

KRFM were first estimated based on spacecraft pointing
a spectral model of the ‘‘Mars bright standard area’’ con-

geometry, and the data were projected onto the VSK im-
volved into the KRFM bandpasses (Fig. 4) as Marsi.tel. ages acquired at the same time. (The simultaneously ac-
The resulting spectrum of the ‘‘Phobos standard area’’

quired visible–NIR image pair corresponds to the image
was fitted using a second-order polynomial function, to

shown at left in Fig. 3a.) Next, the overlapping wavelength
minimize artifacts from errors in gain and offset determina-

ranges of the instruments were used to check accuracy
tions. The relative reflectance of the Phobos standard area

of this initial coregistration: brightness measured in the
in the 0.60-em channel was estimated from a linear contin-

longer-wavelength channels of KRFM was compared with
uation of the second-order polynomial fit at 0.550 em.

brightness measured by the visible channel of VSK, and
Additional spectral measurements of Phobos were cali-

brightness measured near 0.9 em by ISM was compared
brated relative to the ‘‘Phobos standard area,’’ so that

with brightness measured by the NIR channel of VSK.
small spatial variations in relative spectral properties of

In the case of ISM, spacecraft pointing geometry yielded
Phobos would be preserved.

a reasonably good correlation between brightnesses mea-
To minimize the effects of the limited knowledge of dark

sured by the two instruments (Langevin et al. 1990). This
current, we have analyzed here only data from the first

correlation was improved by distorting the ISM data spa-
two-thirds of the first groundtrack, which is evenly illumi-

tially, to remove effects of slight spacecraft wobble
nated to within about 20%. Uncertainty in the recalibrated

(Langevin 1991). The location of the ISM window on
spectra derives from (a) uncertainties in the spectral model

Phobos is depicted in Fig. 3a.
of the ‘‘Mars bright standard area’’; (b) the signal-to-noise

In the case of KRFM, initial track locations were calcu-
ratio of the instrument; (c) uncertainties in the magnitude

lated based on location of the ISM window, assuming that
of the offset removed from the data; and (d) uncertainty in

the two instruments’ optical axes were exactly coaligned.
the polynomial fit applied to the ‘‘Phobos standard area.’’

The initial locations yielded correlations with VSK bright-
Typically, these combine to yield absolute uncertainties of

nesses of 0.958 for groundtrack 1 and 0.977 for groundtrack
p10%. Uncertainties in relative spectral properties along

2 (Ksanfomality and Moroz 1995). This correlation is im-
the groundtrack, dominated by the signal-to-noise ratio of

proved to 0.997 for groundtrack 1 and 0.992 for
the data and by inaccuracies in dark current removal, are

groundtrack 2 by shifting the groundtrack locations north-
estimated at 1–2% in evenly illuminated areas.

ward by p1.7 km (B. Zhukov, personal communication).
Our recalibrated spectra are actually very similar to spec-

This implies that actual alignment of the KRFM and ISM
tra of the corresponding locations calibrated against the

optical axes differed by p0.48, which is within the tolerance
KRFM internal calibration source (Ksanfomality et al.

for the two instruments’ coalignment of 0.58. The revised
1989). They are redder than those calibrated against the

locations of the two KRFM groundtracks are shown in
Pang et al. (1978) composite spectrum of Phobos (Ksanfo-

Fig. 3a. It should be noted that the Principal Investigator
mality et al. 1991, Murchie et al. 1991a), but substantially

of KRFM (L. Ksanfomality) also disagrees with our conclu-
less red than spectra calibrated to unobstructed Mars ob-

sion that KRFM was not exactly coaligned with ISM.
servations (Bibring et al. 1991; Ksanfomality and Moroz
1995). The latter difference arises from those groups having

Data Integration
used as their standard Mars measurements acquired out-
side of the domain of linear instrumental response. Later, The final step in data reduction was assembly of compos-

ite spectra of portions of Phobos representative of thewe will show that KRFM spectra recalibrated in the man-
ner we describe are highly consistent with independent spectral variation observed across the satellite’s surface.

A suitable location for this procedure was defined as meet-spectral measurements of the same part of Phobos by the
Mariner 9 UVS and by the faint-object spectrograph on the ing two criteria: (a) the spectral properties had to be homo-

geneous locally, to avoid mixing unlike materials if dataHubble Space Telescope. It should also be noted, however,
that the Principal Investigator of KRFM (L. Ksanfomality) locations still had minor errors; and (b) it must have been

measured by KRFM at a brightness similar to that of theis not in agreement with us on (a) the need for an indepen-
dent estimate of dark current, or (b) the use of occulted ‘‘standard area,’’ to minimize introduction of artifacts due

to inaccuracy in removal of KRFM offsets. Two spots meet-Mars observations from KRFM to obtain Mars calibration
measurements that are in the range of linear instrumen- ing these criteria are located along the first KRFM

groundtrack, on relatively dark intercrater plains with vis/tal response.
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NIR color ratios near 0.72 and 0.86. The former spot was Three potential sources of this color heterogeneity are
(a) variations in the amount of Marsshine incident on thecovered by all three instruments; the latter was covered

only by KRFM and VSK. As is explained below, these surface of Phobos, (b) variations in color due purely to
photometric geometry, and (c) actual variations in Pho-two spots are representative of the two spectral units ob-

served on Phobos’s surface. bos’s surface physical properties. Goguen et al. (1979)
showed that Marsshine could account for up to severalThe general procedure for merging data was to scale

the different data sets according to the calibrated color percent of the incident light on the sub-Mars hemisphere,
but would be absent from the anti-Mars hemisphere. Theratio of the spot measured by VSK. Spectra measured by

KRFM and ISM were each convolved through the appro- typical color ratio of light reflected from Mars is p0.4, such
that Marsshine would cause the sub-Mars hemisphere ofpriate VSK response function (visible for KRFM, NIR for

ISM) to yield resampled reflectances of that spot. Where Phobos (centered at 08 longitude) to have a color ratio up
to a few percent lower (‘‘redder’’) than the average surface.KRFM and ISM data were merged, a nominal reflectance

ratio ISM/KRFM was divided by the visible/NIR color Figure 3a shows that Phobos’s surface actually exhibits the
highest (‘‘bluest’’) color ratios in the sub-Mars hemisphereratio measured from recalibrated VSK images, to yield a

scaling factor for the two data sets. Where only KRFM (2708W–908W), so that this effect is inconsistent with the
observed color heterogeneity. Gradie et al. (1980) and Gra-data were present, the NIR channel of VSK was used to

extrapolate reflectance at NIR wavelengths. Geometric die and Veverka (1986) showed that a homogeneous partic-
ulate material appears ‘‘redder’’ when observed at higheralbedo was estimated by scaling to the expected visible-

wavelength geometric albedo for typical surfaces having incidence or emergence angles. If this effect alone was
responsible for the color heterogeneities on Phobos, thenthe colors of these spots, 0.06 for the redder spot and 0.055

for the less red spot. the visible/NIR ratio should vary regularly with distance
from the limb and/or terminator. Examination of Fig. 3aThe most difficult step in this procedure is the choice of

the VSK color ratio used to merge the data sets, whose does not reveal this type of variation. Photometric effects
on color may well be present in the VSK images Phobos,formal uncertainty is 69%. The region of Mars surrounding

the standard area contains a mosaic of small darker spots but they do not account for the observed color heterogenei-
ties. Finally, if the color heterogeneity was due to actualset in a background of brighter, redder material. The low

spatial resolution of the telescopic imagery used to estimate variations in surface physical properties, then color varia-
tions might be associated with specific geologic features.the standard area’s albedo would have the effect of averag-

ing these differences. In contrast, because of the high spa- Fig. 3a shows that the extreme values of color ratio (the
‘‘reddest’’ and ‘‘bluest’’ surfaces) are associated spatiallytial resolution of the VSK data, it is possible that VSK

measurements of the calibration area represent material with specific impact craters. This relationship is clear evi-
dence that variations in Phobos’s color are best explainedthat is darker and less red than that represented by the

telescopic spectrum. The effect on the calibrated VSK by differences in surface physical properties. The surface
has clearly not been homogenized by impact mixing, andcolor of Phobos would be to make it appear systematically

redder, whereas the real color would be bluer. In merging the nature and spatial distribution of color heterogeneities
contain important information about surface geologic evo-the data sets we therefore explored two cases, (a) where

the nominal color ratio is accurate, and (b) where the real lution.
The observed portion of the surface may be divided intocolor ratio is one standard deviation bluer than calculated.

In reality these two cases probably bracket the range of two basic units based on visible-NIR reflectance properties.
One unit, here called the ‘‘bluer unit,’’ has a visible/NIRactual conditions.
ratio between 0.85 and 1.2, and comprises the ‘‘blue’’ and

RESULTS ‘‘bluish gray’’ materials of Murchie et al. (1991a). The bluer
unit comprises the interior of the crater Stickney are the

VSK Images
surrounding terrain as far west as 1608W. At least three
observations suggest that the bluer unit actually representsFigure 3a shows two representative visible/NIR color

ratio images obtained by VSK. The left image was obtained material excavated and redeposited by Stickney, i.e.,
ejecta. First, coverage by this unit is continuous withinat a sub-spacecraft longitude of p2108W and a phase angle

of 318, and shows illuminated portions of the surface as Stickney and adjacent to it. The unit becomes discontinu-
ous and patchy only in its distal portions where it is brokenfar west as the terminator at p2508W; the right image was

obtained at a subspacecraft longitude of p1288W and a by redder-colored ridges, consistent with removal of the
thin distal crater ejecta by mass wasting since formation ofphase angle of 88, and shows regions as far east as the limb

at p308W. The ‘‘average’’ color ratio of the surface is near Stickney. Second, the bluest-colored material (the ‘‘blue’’
material of Murchie et al. 1991a) is exposed in the interior0.85, but there are spatially coherent local variations of up

to 225% and 140%. of the crater, specifically on its steep northeast wall. At
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this location, mass wasting of any laterally transported, visible albedo, in Viking or VSK images, can be due either
to brightened ridges and rims of fresh craters or to colorless blue material would be most effective in exposing the

bluest-colored substrate. Third, the bluest material outside variations. However, strongly elevated NIR albedo ap-
pears to be associated exclusively with bright rims andStickney’s rim occurs as a lobe to the southwest of the

crater. Medium-resolution Viking images such as Fig. 1a bright ridges. Thus NIR images are needed to identify
confidently the purely photometric features, and visible(p100m/pixel) show morphologic evidence at this site for

hummocky ejecta deposits that are superposed on the cra- images alone are inconclusive in separating color variations
from albedo variations that occur without color changes.ter rim and spill out beyond it.

The second unit, here called the ‘‘redder unit,’’ has a In the NIR channel, the bluer and redder units exhibit
an abrupt difference in the abundance of brightened ridgesvisible/NIR ratio of 0.6–0.85 and occupies the remaining

observed portions of Phobos’s surface. This unit comprises and crater rims. The redder unit, which encompasses nearly
all of the surface regions imaged at high resolution bythe ‘‘reddish gray’’ and ‘‘red’’ materials of Murchie et al.

(1991a). Spatially, the redder unit is more homogeneous Viking (#40 m/pixel), exhibits albedo variations like those
described by Thomas (1979): many areas are relativelythan the bluer unit, with most areas exhibiting a visible/

NIR ratio of 0.7–0.8. However, dark-floored craters are dark, but higher-albedo materials brightened by 30–40%
are exposed on the crests of topographic ridges and onabruptly different from their surroundings and expose the

reddest material observed on the satellite (the ‘‘red’’ mate- morphologically fresh impact craters. In contrast, the bluer
unit is conspicuous by its complete lack of bright rims andrial of Murchie et al. 1991a).

The reflectance systematics responsible for lateral varia- bright ridges. This difference in albedo properties of the
two units is accentuated in Fig. 3b, where a NIR image istions in color and albedo are shown in Fig. 5. The distribu-

tion of visible and NIR albedos is highly nonrandom, and overlaid with false color only where the color ratio is .0.85.
The only bright materials in the area immediately west ofreflectances group into two populations which can be sepa-

rated approximately by a line representing a color ratio Stickney occur on a large crater to the northwest (Roche),
where the redder unit is exposed in patches on the rim,near 0.85. One population consists approximately of mate-

rials forming the bluer unit, in which NIR albedo is largely suggesting removal of overlying bluer material by mass
wasting.invariant but visible albedo varies widely, producing the

pronounced color variations of the surface. The second The lack of bright rims and bright ridges in the bluer unit
is inferred by us to be symptomatic of a basic difference inpopulation consists approximately of the redder unit.

There is a small amount of color variation, but albedo material properties from those of the redder unit. The
bluer unit does contain fewer and less prominent topo-variations in each channel are substantial and mostly corre-

lated. The higher-albedo surfaces correspond with ‘‘bright graphic ridges than the redder unit, so a lack of bright
ridges in the bluer unit could be attributed simply to differ-rims’’ and ‘‘bright ridges.’’ These data therefore show that

albedo variations in the bluer and redder unit are of differ- ences in topographic relief. However, mapping of both
units from Viking and VSK images shows that the bluerent natures: in the bluer unit they correspond with color

variations, and in the redder unit they are largely indepen- and redder units both contain a comparable density of
relatively fresh craters. In the redder unit these generallydent of color variations.

The disk-averaged visible and NIR geometric albedos have bright rims (Avanesov et al. 1989, 1991). The lack of
bright rims in the bluer unit could result from differentof Phobos as determined from VSK imagery (Avanesov

et al. 1991) are also shown in Fig. 5, and approximate the material properties, from different crater-forming pro-
cesses, or from differences in physical modification of thecharacteristics of the bluer unit. The correspondence of

average properties with only one spectral unit is easily two units by mass wasting. There is no obvious basis for
either of the latter two differences, leaving different mate-understood when considering the geometries at which Pho-

bos’s surface was observed: the redder unit was observed rial properties as the only plausible explanation for the
difference in the two units’ reflectance properties.mostly at the higher phase angles (mostly 308–908), but

images acquired at low phase angles (down to ,88) were In summary, the attributes of the surface of Phobos
revealed by VSK images are listed in Table II. A bluerdominated by the bluer unit. Avanesov et al. fit the visible

and NIR phase curves independently, so it is natural that unit with a visible/NIR color ratio of 0.85–1.2 composes
the interior of Stickney and surrounding materials inter-the estimated geometric albedo would be dominated by

the bluer unit, which covered most of the observed surface preted as the crater’s ejecta. NIR reflectance of this unit
is low and relatively invariant, but substantial variationsin the lowest phase angle images.

The reflectance systematics of Phobos in VSK images in visible reflectance produce color differences of up to
40%. A redder unit with a color ratio of 0.6–0.85 composesalso show something important about the albedo variations

seen in low phase-angle Viking images, whose bandpasses the remainder of the surface. Reflectance varies by up to
40%, largely without attendant changes in color, due tolie within that of the visible VSK channel. Variations in
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TABLE II
Summary of Spectral Properties of Phobos Surface Units

Attribute Redder unit Bluer unit

Vis. albedo of ‘‘typical’’ surfaces 0.06–0.07 0.05–0.06
Vis/NIR 0.6–0.85 0.85–1.2
Bright rims on young craters? Yes No
Correlation between color, albedo? No Yes
Falloff in reflectance, 0.41 to 0.33 em p20–30% p5–20%
1-em absorption center 0.95–1.00 em ?
1-em absorption strength 0–5% ?
3-em absorption strength !10% ?
Geologic correlation Remainder of surface Stickney interior and ejecta

occurrence of brightened materials on topographic ridges tions are independent of signal level measured by the in-
strument, and hence are real properties of the surface ofand rims of morphologically fresh craters. Locally, the ex-

tremes in color are exposed within impact craters. The Phobos and not attributable to unrecognized nonlinearity
of the instrument or to incomplete removal of dark current.bluest material is exposed within Stickney and the reddest

material composes the low-albedo floors of dark-floored The difference in UV reflectance properties of the red-
der and bluer units is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the fall-craters.
off in reflectance between violet and UV wavelengths is

UV–Visible Spectra plotted against the visible/NIR color ratio measured by
VSK. The redder unit exhibits a UV falloff of 20–30%,KRFM spectra cover mainly the redder unit, although
largely independent of color ratio. However, the bluer unita few spectra from the eastern portion of the first
exhibits a lesser UV falloff of only 7–15%. This differencegroundtrack sample the distal portion of the bluer unit
and the difference in visible–NIR reflectance systematics(Fig. 3a). Figure 8 shows a representative selection of spec-
support a significant difference in physical properties oftra from the two units. The redder unit is relatively homo-
the redder and bluer units (Table II).geneous spectrally, as also suggested by VSK color ratio

images. Its UV–visible spectrum exhibits a consistent NIR Imaging Spectroscopy
smooth red-slope, with an inflection between 0.4 and 0.5

ISM obtained perhaps the most useful spectral data ofem. The bluer unit, in contrast, is distinctly different, with
the three instruments, because its wavelength range in-an overall lesser spectral slope and the falloff in reflectance
cludes absorptions due to Fe near 1 em and H2O at 3 em.into UV wavelengths being less pronounced. These varia-

FIG. 9. UV–visible spectral shape measured by KRFM compared
with visible/NIR color ratio measured by VSK. The y-axis represents the

FIG. 8. Selected KRFM UV–visible spectra of Phobos, calibrated falloff in reflectance from 0.41 to 0.33 em, which is representative of the
as described in the text, covering a variety of geologic features in the magnitude of the UV falloff. The solid vertical line separates visible/
bluer and redder units. NIR color ratios characteristic of the bluer and redder units.
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FIG. 10. (a) Selection of scaled ISM spectra from regions having different visible/NIR color ratios as determined by the VSK camera. (b) Ratio
of spectra with stronger and weaker 1-em absorptions, fitted with a polynomial. The band center is at 1.0 em.

However, spatial coverage by ISM was restricted to the limited mainly by the signal-to-noise ratio, which at this
wavelength range is nearly 100 : 1. Therefore we estimatedrelatively homogeneous redder unit. Representative spec-

tra are shown in Fig. 10a. They are dominated by a nearly the band center by identifying spectra with similar continua
but different strengths of the 1-em feature, ratioing them,smooth red continuum with a weak inflection at 1.4–1.6

em. No strong mineral absorptions are evident. An in- and fitting the result with a polynomial. A typical ratio
and its polynomial fit are shown in Fig. 10b. The best-crease in reflectance beyond 2.8 em represents thermal

radiation from Phobos’s surface, whose temperature at fit band center is p1.0 em. This wavelength position is
inconsistent with ferric-containing phyllosilicate (p0.7the time of measurement was estimated by the KRFM

radiometer to be 260–2908 K (Ksanfomality et al. 1990). em), which is evident in CM carbonaceous chondrite spec-
tra (Gaffey 1976), or with Fe oxide or oxyhydroxide (HuntPotentially the strongest absorptions on the surface of

Phobos could be near 3 em, due to H2O in hydrated miner- and Salisbury 1970, Sherman et al. 1982, Morris et al. 1985).
Instead this band could result from either pyroxene or aals at 2.9–3.1 em or OH in hydroxylated minerals at 2.7–2.8

em. Laboratory spectra of a variety of low-albedo meteor- pyroxene–olivine mixture.
The variations in the strength of the absorption wereite analogs to Phobos show that the H2O feature exceeds

50% in depth when only $2% H2O is present (Salisbury mapped by calculating band depth, using as wings of the
absorption reflectances near 0.8 and 1.2 em, and as re-et al. 1991). In the representative ISM spectra of Phobos

in Fig. 10a, no 3-em absorption is consistently resolvable flectance near the band center an average of several chan-
nels near 1.0 em. The resulting map is shown in the upperabove the level of noise in the data. A conservative upper

limit to strength of the absorption is therefore p10%. In portion of Fig. 3c. Variations in absorption strength are
spatially coherent and non-random, and therefore must bethis way Phobos resembles the other Martian satellite

Deimos, which was shown by Bell et al. (1989a) to have a attributable to real variability in light reflected from
Phobos and measured by ISM. Three origins of this vari-similarly weak 3-em absorption.

The clearest absorption feature present in the infrared ability are conceivable: (a) variations in the incident angle
of the sunlight (cf. Gradie et al. 1980, Gradie and Veverkais a very weak superposed feature near 1 em that is evident

in several of the spectra in Fig. 10a; strength of the feature 1986); (b) contamination of the signal by stray Mars light,
which also contains an absorption due to Fe; and (c) actualvaries laterally by several percent. An absorption near

1 em is characteristic of Fe minerals, and the absorption variations in physical properties of Phobos’s surface.
These hypotheses may be evaluated by comparing mea-center is characteristic of the ferrous or ferric phase present

(Hunt and Salisbury 1970, Adams 1974, Sherman et al. sured depth of the absorption with reflectance measured
by ISM (Fig. 11a) and with visible/NIR color ratio mea-1982, Morris et al. 1985, Cloutis and Gaffey 1991). The

small uncertainty in calibration of ISM data make it unwise sured by VSK (Fig. 11b). If variations in absorption depth
result from photometric geometry, then depth of the ab-to assume a priori that the band center can be measured

directly from these spectra. However, knowledge of varia- sorption should be correlated with measured reflectance
of the surface. Figure 11a shows that this correlation is sotion in the band depth and position internal to the data is
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FIG. 11. Comparison of depth of the 1-em absorption on Phobos with independently measured spectral properties. (a) Absorption depth versus
reflectance near 1 em measured by ISM. Variations in absorption depth due to either scattered Marsshine or photometric geometry would result
in a correlation of absorption depth with reflectance. Only p20% of the variance in absorption depth is related to reflectance, indicating that these
effects are minimal. (b) Absorption depth versus visible/NIR color ratio measured by VSK. The high degree of correlation with independently
measured color properties indicates that absorption depth variations are related to physical properties of the surface.

low as to be insignificant. If the variations result instead using only KRFM and VSK data, and hence lacks spectral
resolution at infrared wavelengths. The spectrum of thefrom contamination of the Phobos signal by stray Mars-

shine, then the absorption should be strongest in poorly redder unit was constructed from all three data sets.
The higher spectral resolution for the redder unit allowsilluminated regions of Phobos where stray Marsshine

would make the largest relative contribution to measured assessment of each version of the composite spectra. The
spectrum constructed using the bluer than nominal colorreflected light. Figure 11a also fails to show this relation-

ship. Finally, if variations in absorption strength are due ratio (Fig. 12b) exhibits smooth red slope within both the
KRFM and ISM data, but a strong discontinuity in slopeto real variations in surface properties, then they may cor-

relate with independently measured spectral properties. across the intervening wavelength range. In contrast, in
the spectrum constructed using the nominal color ratioFigure 11b supports this hypothesis, by indicating that ab-

sorption depth is highly correlated with visible/NIR ratio: (Fig. 12a), there is smooth continuity of the continuum
slope across the wavelength gaps between the two data sets.relatively bluer regions of the surface exhibit a stronger

absorption. Figure 3c also shows the spatial variations in This smooth, continuous composite spectrum is graphic
evidence that the three Phobos 2 data sets are well cali-visible/NIR color ratio within the area of Phobos observed

by ISM. The spatial variations in color ratio correspond brated internally and cross-calibrated to a reasonable de-
gree of accuracy.closely with spatial variations in 1-em absorption strength,

indicating that variations in each parameter are related
either causally or coincidentally.

DISCUSSION
In summary, the major NIR spectral characteristics of

the redder unit are listed in Table I. These include a strong The Phobos 2 mission was intended to answer some of
red-slope, a very weak absorption at 1.0 em, and absence the most fundamental questions about Phobos, including
of a significant 3-em absorption due to H2O. The strength its composition, structure, and origin. Loss of the spacecraft
of the 1.0-em absorption varies laterally by several percent, before its primary mission was completed prevented these
and is highly correlated with visible/NIR color ratio. lofty goals from being realized. However, the remote sens-

ing data that were returned, properly calibrated and con-
Composite Spectra

sidered together, either provide partial answers to some
of these questions or at least allow recasting of other ques-Composite spectra of the bluer and redder units are

shown in Fig. 12, representing cases in which nominal VSK tions. Considerable space could be devoted to minutiae
of these data, but the most important aspects of spatialcolor ratios (Fig. 12a) and color ratios one standard devia-

tion bluer than nominal (Fig. 12b) were used to merge the heterogeneities in color properties and their association
with geology have been addressed previously by Ksanfo-data sets. The spectrum of the bluer unit was constructed
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FIG. 12. Composite spectra of the redder and bluer units. (a) Merged assuming the nominal VSK color ratios to be accurate. (b) Merged
assuming VSK color ratios to be one standard deviation bluer than nominal.

mality et al. (1991), Avanesov et al. (1991), and Murchie of UV data covering a relatively redder region, and visible–
NIR data covering a relatively bluer region. We believeet al. (1991a, 1991b). Below, we frame a discussion of the

overall results from the three instruments in the format of that their flat, C-like spectrum at visible wavelengths re-
sults from mixing two dissimilar regions of Phobos intoseven broad questions particularly relevant to Phobos’s

geology, its potential as a resource for human space mis- a single composite spectrum. The Phobos 2 data do not
resemble that spectrum because it does not really representsions, and its future exploration.
the true spectrum of any particular part of Phobos.

(1) Why Do Phobos 2 Data Not Resemble the Pang et al.
Composite Spectrum of Phobos? (2) Are Phobos 2 Data Consistent with Independent

Measurements of Phobos?
The composite spectrum presented by Pang et al. (1978)

(Fig. 2) has driven a great deal of current thought about The previous discussion underlines the importance to
answering this question of comparing only data that coverPhobos, such as the hypothesis of carbonaceous chondrite

composition, yet it does not resemble the spectra of Phobos a single portion of the satellite. The only region of Phobos
covered by multiple high spectral resolution, space-basedpresented here. At the time of Pang et al.’s work, the only

published assessment of color variations across Phobos’s data sets is the leading hemisphere, which is blanketed by
the bluer spectral unit. One of these previous data sets issurface (Veverka and Duxbury 1977) stated that color vari-

ations were insignificant. In fact, the images those workers the Mariner 9 UVS data. The other is a spectrum acquired
by the faint-object spectrograph on the Hubble Space Tele-used cover mostly the trailing hemisphere, which is blan-

keted by the redder unit whose relative homogeneity is scope. The FOS also measured other low-albedo asteroids
and Deimos at the same time as Phobos, so it is instructivesupported by data from all three Phobos 2 sensors. But

with this assumption in hand, it would be reasonable to to compare those FOS data with independent measure-
ments first to assess the FOS data’s character.assemble a composite spectrum out of whichever data

were available. Figure 13a shows the FOS spectrum of the D asteroid
1144 Oda (Zellner and Wells 1994) overlaid on the 8-colorThe notations on Fig. 2 show that the Mariner 9 UVS

data, which form the part of the composite spectrum ,0.4 spectrum (Zellner et al. 1985) of the same body. Assuming
that the 8-color data are correct, then the FOS spectrumem in wavelength, cover the leading hemisphere. The Vik-

ing lander camera data, which form the part of the compos- is in good agreement at 0.3–0.75 em. Below 0.3 em the
FOS spectrum is very noisy, and beyond 0.75 em the FOSite spectrum .0.4 em in wavelength, necessarily cover the

sub-Mars hemisphere. The only coverage of the sub-Mars data are spuriously red. The same conclusion was reached
for similar data covering the C asteroid 702 Alauda. Wehemisphere by Phobos 2 (308–908W) was in VSK imagery.

That longitude range corresponds with Stickney and its will therefore restrict our comparison of Phobos 2 and FOS
data to FOS data in the wavelength range 0.3–0.75 em.proximal ejecta, which are the bluest materials on the satel-

lite and much bluer (by p20%) than the average of the Figure 13b shows KRFM, VSK, FOS, and UVS data for
the leading hemisphere of Phobos. Allowing for uncer-leading hemisphere. Thus the Pang et al. spectrum consists
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FIG. 13. (a) Spectrum of the D-type asteroid 1144 Oda acquired by the faint-object spectrograph on the Hubble Space Telescope, compared
with previous 8-color measurements of the same body. The FOS data agree well in the wavelength range 0.3–0.75 em. (b) Comparison of space-
based spectral measurements of the leading hemisphere of Phobos, which is dominated by the bluer color unit. The independent data sets agree
to within their uncertainties.

tainty and noise in the data, all four data sets form a rather and glasses, and texture, mainly particle size distribution.
smooth, slightly red-sloped spectrum with an inflection at An origin of Phobos’s spectral heterogeneity from simple
0.4–0.5 em, a redder slope at shorter wavelengths, and a particle size variations may be evaluated by comparing the
grayer spectrum out to 0.9 em. To within the uncertainty spectral variations on Phobos with those produced in the
in the data, the Phobos 2 measurements agree completely laboratory by comminution of meteorite analogs. Spectral
with earlier space-based measurements. This result has two effects of comminution have been examined in ordinary
important implications for further consideration of the data chondrites by Clark et al. (1992) and in carbonaceous chon-
presented in this paper. First, it shows that the difficult drites by Johnson and Fanale (1973) and Moroz and Pieters
procedure of calibrating KRFM data was successful. Sec- (1991). In both types of meteorites, decreased particle size
ond, it shows that assumptions about the color of the Mars is accompanied by increased albedo at NIR wavelengths
calibration area which are critical to merging the KRFM with visible albedo remaining more nearly constant, a
and longer wavelength (VSK or ISM) data must be approx- deepened 1-em absorption due to pyroxene or olivine, and
imately correct, or else reflectance from the NIR VSK a reddened continuum slope at visible–NIR wavelengths
channel would be inconsistent with the other data sets in (or equivalently, a decreased visible/NIR ratio as mea-
Fig. 13b. We may therefore proceed with some confidence sured by VSK). In contrast, the redder unit on Phobos
in interpreting the compositional significance of the com- exhibits the opposite relationship between absorption
posite Phobos spectra. strength and visible/NIR ratio: a ‘‘redder’’ color is accom-

panied by a weakened 1-em absorption. Thus, simple parti-
(3) What Is the Origin of the Spectral Heterogeneities cle size variations appear inconsistent with spectral hetero-

Observed by Phobos 2? geneities observed within the redder unit. Neither can
particle size differences simply explain the difference inThe arguments presented in various sections of this pa-
color and reflectance properties between the redder andper all indicate that the spectral heterogeneities detected
bluer units. Particle size variations cause a change in con-by VSK, KRFM, and ISM are caused by intrinsic physical
tinuum spectral slope as a result of increased NIR albedo;properties of Phobos’s surface. There is undoubtedly some
the bluer unit has a less red continuum slope than theeffect of photometric geometry and scattered Marsshine
redder unit because its visible-wavelength albedo is in-on Phobos’s color, but these effects do not explain the
creased relative to its NIR albedo, which remains largelylateral differences in UV–visible spectral shape, abun-

dance of bright rims on fresh craters, visible/NIR color unchanged.
The simplest type of compositional variation on Pho-ratio, or 1-em absorption depth.

The major intrinsic physical properties of surface materi- bos’s surface would be differences in the extent of ‘‘space
weathering,’’ including melting, comminution, and forma-als that could cause spectral heterogeneities are composi-

tion, i.e., the relative abundances of major mineral phases tion of submicroscopic metallic Fe at grain boundaries.
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Clark et al. (1992) examined the spectral effects of melting Figure 14a compares Phobos with representative aster-
oids from classes that are red, have albedos below 0.12,and comminution on ordinary chondrite. They found that

this combination of processes, expected from impacts, both and are not M asteroids (whose probable metallic composi-
tion is inconsistent with Phobos’s low density). These in-reddens continuum spectral slope and decreases strength

of the 1-em absorption. This combination of spectral clude the usual low albedo, red asteroids (C, D, G, and P)
as well as K and T types and even the lowest albedo Schanges is consistent with internal differences within the

redder unit on Phobos. Such processes are also supported types. The redder unit on Phobos does not closely match
any of these categories. It is much redder than C, G, K,by the spatial association of the reddest materials having

the weakest 1-em absorption with dark-floored craters, or P asteroids. It is only somewhat redder than D’s, but
Phobos exhibits a strong falloff in reflectance below 0.5previously inferred to be sites of impact melting (cf. Go-

guen et al. 1978). However, Phobos may not consist of em that is lacking in strictly D-type bodies. Overall, among
the ‘‘conventional’’ low-albedo asteroids, Phobos mostordinary chondrite, and melting and comminution alone

are not believed to account for ‘‘space weathering’’ on closely resembles T-type bodies, although it is redder than
known T-types. Most T’s, like Phobos, have a red spectrum,airless bodies.

More direct information on the spectral effects of space lack strong mafic absorptions, and also lack a 3-em H2O
absorption (Gaffey et al. 1993 and references therein).weathering on small bodies comes from Galileo observa-

tions of 951 Gaspra and 243 Ida. On both asteroids, ‘‘fresh’’ These are perhaps the most poorly understood class of
low-albedo bodies, and have variously been suggested tomaterials exposed by young craters have both a bluer con-

tinuum and a stronger 1-em absorption than does sur- consist of clay- and carbonaceous-rich material (Bell 1986),
troilite-rich material (Britt et al. 1992), or physical mixturesrounding more ‘‘mature’’ regolith (Belton et al. 1992, Gra-

nahan et al. 1994, 1995). It is appealing to attribute of carbonaceous and S-asteroid materials (Gaffey et al.
1993).variations in color and 1-em absorption strength on

Phobos, in at least the redder unit, to analogous differences The spectrum of the bluer unit in Fig. 14a resembles the
spectrum of a P-type asteroid, but the wavelength coveragein the extent of ‘‘space weathering’’ of a surface containing

mafic minerals. Greater space weathering on Phobos than is insufficient for much definitive to be said about this
portion of the surface. If the trend of greater flatness aton a similar-sized asteroid in heliocentric orbit would not

be unexpected, because material ejected from Phobos by UV wavelengths with bluer color ratios holds out to color
ratios typical of Stickney (Fig. 9), then that material mightimpacts is trapped in martian orbit and reaccretes in short

(p104 yr) timescales, so that impacts would more or less resemble a B- or F-type asteroid spectrally.
Figure 14b shows a comparison of Phobos with labora-continue to affect the same surface layer rather than erod-

ing away partly space-weathered material (Soter 1971). tory powders of previously proposed meteorite analogs
(low- and high-grade carbonaceous chondrites, black ordi-It is equally possible that the variation within the redder

unit arises from mixture of two dissimilar lithologies having nary chondrites) (Gaffey 1976). Phobos lacks the sharp
inflection at 0.5–0.6 em and the 0.7-em Fe absorptionthe same spectral differences as more and less weathered

mafic materials. One example is reddish, anhydrous, mafic- characteristic of the low-grade carbonaceous chondrites.
The probable position of its 1-em absorption (1.0 em) ispoor D asteroid-like material and gray, mafic-rich, black

chondrite-like material (cf. Murchie et al. 1991a). Such an at a slightly shorter wavelength than that in high-grade
carbonaceous chondrites (1.05 em), whose mafic fractionsassociation would certainly not be expected to have formed

together, but could have been brought together by collision are strongly dominated by olivine. The band position is
longer than that found in black H-type ordinary chondritesof two compositionally distinct protosatellites in Martian

orbit. (0.90–0.95 em), but is comparable to that in L- and LL-
types (0.96–1.02 em). However, Phobos appears much red-
der than any of these materials. This discrepancy is not as

(4) How Does Phobos Compare, Spectrally and
important an indicator of composition as the strengths

Compositionally, with Other Low-Albedo Small
and positions of the 1- and 3-em bands, however, because

Bodies and with Low-Albedo Compositional Analogs?
unlike the freshly ground meteorite powders Phobos’s sur-
face consists of a regolith that probably has been exten-It should be clear that the previously believed affinity

of Phobos with C asteroids and hence carbonaceous chon- sively modified by exposure to the space environment.
The low density and low albedo of Phobos have beendrites is based in large part on artifacts in the satellite’s

previously published composite spectrum, such that this used as support for the idea that the satellite is a
captured, D-like body (e.g., Bell et al. 1993). The redquestion can now be approached freshly. Because of the

more complete spectral coverage of the redder unit, we continuum of Phobos’s redder unit has also been used
to support such an affinity with putatively ultraprimitive,focus our discussion on that portion of Phobos’s surface

material. very red bodies (Ksanfomality and Moroz 1995). Such
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FIG. 14. Comparison of Phobos 2 spectra with spectra of other low-albedo bodies and low-albedo meteorite analogs. (a) Phobos compared
with representatives of low-albedo asteroid classes. The asteroid spectra are arranged with the inferred most mafic-rich types at the top and the
more primitive types toward the bottom (cf. Bell et al. 1989b, Jones et al. 1990). (b) Phobos compared with representative low-albedo meteorite
powders and with mature lunar mare soil.

bodies are not believed to have formed at Mars’s distance H2O and exhibit a substantial 3.0-em absorption tens of
percentiles in depth. In contrast higher metamorphic gradefrom the sun; if Phobos consists predominantly of such

material, an origin by capture of an outer solar system CO and CV carbonaceous chondrites and ordinary chon-
drites contain ,1% preterrestrial H2O and exhibit little orinterloper is strongly implied. This hypothesis cannot be

either proven or disproven with the data presented in no 3.0-em absorption. Among the population of low-al-
bedo meteorites examined by these authors, 74% of thethis paper. However, Fig. 14b shows that Phobos’s contin-

uum is about equally as red as that of mature lunar variance in water content can be fit by the empirical rela-
tionshipmare soil, an anhydrous mafic mineral assemblage lacking

in organic components. In fact, mature lunar soil provides
a better analog to Phobos’s redder unit than does any c 5 0.106 exp(6.06 d), (2)
of the asteroid or meteorite analogs thus far discussed,
by virtue of its weak 1-em mafic mineral absorption, where c is H2O concentration in wt. % and d is depth
UV falloff lacking in D asteroids, utter lack of absorptions of the 3.0-em absorption. Phobos’s surface consists of a
due to water, and occurrence at the surface of a regolith regolith exposed to the space environment, not freshly
that has experienced extensive exposure to space. This ground meteorite powders as used by Salisbury et al. How-
comparison is attractive in that it would only require ever, if Eq. (2) still holds for Phobos’s surface material
Phobos to be made predominantly of the same minerals and if the upper limit on depth of the 3.0-em absorption
that are expected to have formed abundantly at Mars’s d is taken as p10%, then the upper limit on water content
distance from the sun (e.g., olivine, pyroxene), and does c of Phobos’s redder unit is p0.2%.
not invoke an exotic overall composition of the satellite This extremely low upper limit on H2O content of the
(e.g., ultracarbonaceous material) that would probably redder unit implies one of two conditions. First, the redder
require an origin as a captured body. unit could consist of a material that was originally rich in

water but which has been dehydrated by exposure to the
(5) Can Phobos’s Surface Material Provide a Source of

space environment. Second, it could consist of a material
Water to Human Mars Missions?

which initially contained very little water. The latter would
be consistent either with a mafic-rich composition or withA conspicuous characteristic of ISM spectra of Phobos’s

redder unit (Fig. 10a) is the absence of a 3.0-em H2O a very primitive, ultracarbonaceous, D-asteroid-like com-
position that never reacted chemically to incorporateabsorption above the level of noise at this wavelength.

Ideally we would like to infer from this observation an bound water (Jones et al. 1990).
In any case, the data returned by Phobos 2 show thatupper limit on water content of this spectral unit. Salisbury

et al. (1991) found that low-albedo CI and CM carbona- at least the redder unit is nearly anhydrous, at the surface,
at present. There is no direct evidence for a substantialceous chondrites contain several percent preterrestrial
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reservoir of H2O on or within the satellite, although such arise from a high porosity of a mafic-rich mineral assem-
blage, or because it consists of some grayish, low-densitya reservoir could conceivably exist at depth (cf. Fanale

and Salvail 1989) or in the bluer unit, depending upon material like that which may compose B- or F-type aster-
oids. In either case the redder unit would represent a sur-its composition. Until further information reveals direct

evidence of such a reservoir, there is no sound basis for face veneer having a thickness of 1–2 km, such that it is
penetrated only by the largest impact crater on the satelliteplanning to utilize Phobos as a source of H2O or hydrogen

for future space missions. (Stickney). The very red floors of dark-floored craters
would in this case arise from alteration by the impact pro-
cess. The redder veneer could have arisen in at least several

(6) What Is Phobos’s Internal Structure?
ways: (a) by the optical alteration a mafic bluer unit to
substantial depth; (b) by accretion of D-asteroid like-mate-The data are insufficient to answer this question directly,

but three results from the Phobos 2 mission provide clues. rial onto a mafic bluer substrate; or (c) by accretion of
mafic-rich ejecta from martian impact basins, which is laterFirst is the spectral systematics of Phobos’s redder unit.

There, increasing strength of a mafic absorption at 1.0 space weathered, onto a bluer and possibly mafic-poor B-,
F-, or P-like core. Britt and Pieters (1988) have reviewedem is accompanied by a redder spectral continuum. As

discussed above, either of two different lithologic relation- the methods by which such an exogenic veneer may have
accreted onto Phobos.ships could explain this. The redder unit could be a mafic

mineral-bearing assemblage that is affected to different Alternatively, Phobos could be a heterogeneous rubble
pile consisting of redder and bluer compositional end-degrees by space weathering, or it could be a nonuniform

mixture of mafic minerals with a reddish, mafic-poor mate- members (cf. Murchie et al. 1991). In this case the low
density would derive at least in part from internal porosity.rial like that composing D-type asteroids. Unfortunately,

lack of high spectral resolution information on the bluer The redder and bluer end-members would be exposed by
Stickney and dark-floored craters, and they would domi-unit prevents it from being related with the redder unit.

The bluer unit could simply be richer in mafic minerals, nate the compositions of the redder and bluer units respec-
tively. The association of stronger mafic mineral absorp-or it could represent a grayer, mafic-poor lithology not

evident in the redder unit. tions with the bluer unit would imply it in this case to have
a mafic-rich composition, and the redder unit would haveSecond is the spatial distribution of Phobos’s spectral

variations. The extremes of spectral variation are associ- a more mafic-poor composition.
ated with specific impact craters: the bluer unit appears

(7) What Further Measurements are Most Important to
clearly to originate as material excavated by Stickney; the

Better Understanding Phobos’s Composition?
reddest materials compose dark-floored craters within the
redder unit. Perhaps the dark-floored craters represent the The most immediate benefit for the least effort would

come from one or more high-quality UV–visible–NIRmost space-weathered material rich in porous impact melt,
as envisioned by Goguen et al. (1978), and the bluer materi- spectra of the bluer unit. This would complement existing

information on the redder unit and allow the relative prop-als excavated from Stickney represent material from depth
that has escaped the degree of optical alteration experi- erties of these two materials to be better determined. The

data could be acquired telescopically from earth, by inte-enced by the redder unit. Alternatively, the bluest and
reddest materials might be compositional end-members grating over the leading hemisphere which is dominated

by the bluer unit, or from an instrument in martian orbitwhich dominate the bluer and redder units respectively,
as envisioned by Murchie et al. (1991a). or on the martian surface that is capable of resolving the

sub-Mars hemisphere sufficiently to pick out the boundaryThird is the low density, 1.9 6 0.1 g/cm3. This value is
inconsistent with the density of any low-albedo meteorite of the two units.

Beyond this, more complete mapping of color propertiesanalog, specifically 2.2–2.3 g/cm3 for low-grade type CI
and 2.6–2.9 g/cm3 for type CM carbonaceous chondrite, of the surface at higher spatial resolution (#50 m/pixel)

would allow the detailed comparison of color variations3.3-3.6 g/cm3 for higher-grade types CO and CV carbona-
ceous chondrite, and 3.4–3.8 g/cm3 for blackened ordinary with small-scale geologic features that has been done using

Galileo imagery of Gaspra and Ida. Even at the 300-mchondrite (Wasson 1974). Worse yet, the latter meteorite
types, which are nearly anhydrous and have mafic mineral pixel size of the VSK imagery, correlations of color varia-

tions with geology are already evident. Significant advancesabsorptions comparable to that of Phobos’s redder unit,
are the higher in density. in understanding Phobos could be anticipated from high

spatial resolution color imagery of the walls and floor ofOne hypothesis that could account for these seemingly
contradictory observations is that (a) the bluer unit exca- Stickney, dark-floored craters, and the eastern rim of

Stickney and adjacent major grooves not observed byvated by Stickney is representative of most of Phobos’s
volume, (b) that it is low-density. The low density could Phobos 2.
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An ideal remote sensing data set for Phobos would be its albedo is higher by almost 40% in the walls of Stickney,
where the bluest color occurs. The bluer unit exhibits aglobal, high-spatial resolution imaging spectroscopy out to

at least 3.2 em wavelength. This would allow more com- much shallower falloff of reflectance into UV wavelengths,
but its NIR properties are unknown.plete and finer-scale assessment of the hydration state and

Fe mineralogy of Phobos’s surface. Perhaps these data, (4) The bluer unit originates from depth, at the site of
the Stickney impact. The redder unit represents a wide-like the color imagery suggested above, could be acquired

during an encounter with Phobos of a spacecraft dedicated spread shallower layer upon which the bluer ejecta of
Stickney is superposed. However, the total depth to whichto observation of Mars.

Ultimately, however, the apparent weakness of absorp- the redder unit extends in regions other than Stickney is
unknown, as there are no other exposures of the bluer unit.tions features in Phobos’s spectrum is likely to limit the

compositional interpretability of remote sensing data. If (5) None of the observed parts of Phobos has a spectrum
resembling a C-type asteroid, like the composite spectrumPhobos’s surface composition is currently represented in

the meteorite collection, then perhaps spectroscopic mea- of Pang et al. (1978). However, the origin of that spectrum
is easily understood in the context of the lateral heteroge-surements or in situ analysis of elemental and mineral

abundances can identify that material. If it is not repre- neity of Phobos’s color properties.
(6) Only the redder unit is well enough characterizedsented in the meteorite collection, then only return of a

sample to earth is likely to settle definitively the question spectrally for detailed comparisons with other low-albedo
bodies and with analog materials. It is redder than andof the satellite’s surface composition.
distinct from the low-albedo asteroid classes (C and D)

SUMMARY with which Phobos has commonly been compared. It is also
distinct from most previously proposed meteorite analogs.

In this paper we have rederived the calibration of data The closest similarities are with T-type asteroids and with
from the three multispectral sensors on Phobos 2 by highly space-weathered mafic mineral assemblages.
applying consistent, independently testable methods. We (7) The weakness of the 3-em H2O absorption in the
have used the results to characterize spectral heterogeneity redder unit suggests on upper limit to H2O content of 0.2
on Phobos’s surface and to compare the satellite with other wt. %. There is no direct evidence for a substantial amount
low-albedo bodies. The main conclusions of this work are of water in Phobos surface, and with existing data that
summarized below. satellite cannot be assumed as a source of hydrogen or

water for human Mars missions.(1) Data from the VSK, KRFM, and ISM instrument
are in excellent agreement where their spatial coverages (8) These results do not clearly indicate Phobos’s inter-

nal structure, but three different hypotheses could explainoverlap. Where the Phobos 2 data cover parts of the surface
that previously have been measured by space-based sen- them. Phobos could consist entirely of porous rubble con-

taining mafic minerals, whose upper horizons are space-sors, the different data sets are also in agreement.
(2) The 60% of Phobos’s surface that was observed by weathered and reddened. Alternatively, the surface layer

could be reddened instead by intermixture with reddish,Phobos 2 is rather heterogeneous and consists of two spec-
tral units. A ‘‘redder unit’’ with a vis/NIR ratio of 0.6–0.85 anhydrous material such as that composing D-type aster-

oids. Or the bulk of Phobos could consist of grayish, low-covers the part of the surface observed at highest resolution
in Viking orbiter imagery. Its visible-wavelength albedo is density material like that composing B- or F-types aster-

oids, overlain by a veneer of mafic-rich material whichtypically low, 6–7%. However, the rims on fresh craters
are brightened by 30–40% but their color is not distinct has become highly space-weathered or is intermixed with

reddish D-like material. Narrowing the range of possibili-from the rest of the unit. Spectrally the redder unit exhibits
a strong red slope at all wavelengths, with a steeper slope ties requires at the least high-quality, high spectral resolu-

tion measurements of the bluer unit and the interior ofbelow an inflection at 0.5 em. There is a weak Fe absorp-
tion near 1 em, which increases in strength in progressively Stickney.
less red areas. The reddest materials with the weakest 1-
em absorption are exposed in several small, dark-floored
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